Southern Asia Region Competitions Won by Pakistani Teams

A seven member’s delegate of IMechE – Pakistan Group (Institution of Mechanical Engineers UK) that comprised of Team Lead and Vice Chair, Prof. Dr. Muhammad Abid (Director IRC, CIIT Wah); Honorary Treasurer Mr. Hassan Ghayasuddin Anasri, Young members Mr. Arslan Haider and Mr. Arslan Allahyar, SofE contestant Miss Shah Rukh, Design Competition contestants Mr. Abdul Hannan and Miss Sarah Ahmed participated in “Engineering Tomorrow” the event held recently at Colombo in Sri Lanka on 21-22nd November 2015 organized by Southern Asia Region of IMechE. Two Pakistani teams participated which were selected based on national level competitions in Pakistan and have won laurels for Pakistan after competing with teams from Southern Asia Region as;

1. Speak out for Engineering (SofE) Competition – 1st place in the entire Southern Asia Region (SAR) – won by Miss Shah Rukh (from University of Engineering & Technology - Taxila). The competition involves the presentation to a panel of judges the communication and presentation skills besides the technical content. Our outstanding candidate will now represent Pakistan at the Asia-Pacific Region level at New Zealand in April 2016.

2. Asia Pacific Design Competition for People with Hearing Disorders – Our Pakistan Team (Miss Sarah Ahmed & Abdul Hannan Hayee from NED University - Karachi) stood “Runners-up” only second to the Sri Lankan Team. The Pakistan Team has developed a Mobile App which can be connected to a PC / Laptop to transmit Sign Language into Audio Message and vice-versa for the seamless communication between normal persons and hearing-impaired persons.

The IMechE Pakistan Group is a fast growing body of Students & Engineers who are highly skilled and intellectually competent in their respective fields with an outlook for continuous development and contribution to the society. The group has planned and arranged in the recent past several such international activities to benefit the scientific community in specific and society at large.
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